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“Developing the Conscious Leadership Mindset for the 21st Century” 
Wins Bronze “Living Now” Book Award 

 

 
 

“Developing the Conscious Leadership Mindset for the 21st Century” has won the Bronze 

Living Now Book award in the “Motivation and Self-Improvement” category.   

Launched in August of 2008 by IndependentPublisher.com and Jenkins Group, the  
 
Living Now Book Awards celebrate the innovation and creativity of newly published books that  
 
can help us improve the quality of our lives. Each year, “books for better living” are chosen for  
 
their unique ability to enrich readers’ lives and promote global sustainability. The Living Now  
 
Awards medalists are an exceptionally impressive list of inspiring books, a testament to the  
 
dedication of authors and publishers today.  
 

Since 2005, Jeffrey Deckman, founder of Capability Accelerators and a first-time author, 

has been developing new leadership systems and organizational design models that both 

facilitate and expedite the transformation from outdated command and control models to those 

designed specifically for the modern worker in the modern workplace.  

The book won the awards because of its unique design and the powerful way it leads the 

reader through a process of self-discovery and consciousness raising exercises that are easy to 

grasp and are highly applicable in today’s no-nonsense leadership environment. 
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The book is also a workbook that provides life-changing tools that helps leaders develop 

the new “Conscious Leadership in Action” mindsets being demanded in the 21st Century. The 

book, and its associated online training course, changes the leadership paradigm from “power 

and control” to one that focuses on highly effective communication, collaboration and 

facilitation of the collective genius and energies of teams.  

As Deckman writes, “We must replace outdated leadership with respect-based leadership 

or suffer the loss of productivity, profitability and the employees that create both.” 
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For more information, visit www.jeffreydeckman.com. 


